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PRAISEHIGH
Light floods this elevated apartment in the Royal complex.
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As views go, they don’t come much
more spectacular than the one from
this 14th-floor apartment in the Royal

development.
The 180-degree ocean views are easy on the

eyes, but if you can take yours off the
sparkling blue sea you’ll be rewarded with a
vista of Newcastle that takes in every major
city landmark from its very best angle.

There’s the circular world pool, the Ocean
Baths, Nobbys headland and the breakwall,
Fort Scratchley, Shepherds Hill, the Obelisk,
even Christ Church Cathedral. And of course

the beautiful beaches.
The owners, a professional couple who

bought the apartment earlier this year after
an executive position based in the city was
taken up, were well aware of its best feature
when they were redecorating.

“The scenery’s so magnificent, we didn’t
want to compete with that,’’ says one of the
owners, who engaged interior designer
Rosalea Murphy of Hunter Valley Design to
come up with a scheme for the apartment, the
Sydney-based couple’s second home.

“The only brief was to give her an indication

of our lifestyle,’’ she says.
“We wanted something low-maintenance

and something contemporary.’’
The first reference point for the project was

the stunning wallpaper in the living area,
which like the rest of the apartment is flooded
with light from the surrounding expanses of
glass. This play of light, and the ever-changing
blue/green of the ocean, change the colour of
the wallpaper depending on where you stand
in the room. Initially appearing a chocolate
brown, it is shot with threads of a deep blue
that catch the light, much like shot silk.

“In one way, it was one of the real
advantages of having Rosalea,’’ the owner
says.



BREATH-TAKING: The owners of this stylish
apartment opted for sleek, simple decor
to let the views speak for themselves.
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“We particularly love the views over
Nobbys and Fort Scratchley, and for my
husband the view over Newcastle Beach,’’
the owner says. “It does get pretty windy,
so it’s lovely being able to take advantage
of the view while still inside the
apartment.’’

FAVOURITE FEATURE

“[The wallpaper] was one of the first things
she commented on.’’

Rosalea says the effect was picked up in
other furnishings she sourced for the
apartment, including a lounge with similar
blue/brown accents in the fabric. But
ultimately it was just important to keep things
stylish and simple.

“It’s very subtle,’’ Rosalea says.
“We didn’t want it to be too beachy.’’
There are Danish leather armchairs, a timber

dining table and occasional pieces from
Melbourne, dining and outdoor chairs
sourced from a company in Barcelona and
beautifully simple timber lamps, crafted from
ash and bamboo, made by New Zealand artist
David Trubridge. The delicate bamboo shades
are etched on the inside with lines that echo
the movement of waves, only appearing when
darkness descends on the actual ocean and
the lamps are turned on.

The living room blinds echo this subtle
decoration, filtering the abundant light
through a fine lace-like fabric imported from
Japan.

The end result of the apartment’s
transformation, completed in recent weeks, is

felt by its owners to be a thrilling success.
“We’ve been up on a couple of occasions

[since it was completed],’’ the owner says.
“We’re overwhelmed by how terrifically it

meets our requirements.’’
The apartment’s location was also ‘‘part of

the brief’’ when the couple first began looking
for a base in Newcastle. They last lived in the
area more than 20 years ago.

“My husband’s grandmother had a house in
Scott Street near the beach when he was a
child,’’ the owner says. “We wanted to be on
the water.

“Our intention in summer is to spend some
weeks there and just enjoy having a holiday in
Newcastle.’’

Do you know of a home we could feature?
Email weekender@theherald.com.au.
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